ENGLISH:
1. Essay Writing (unseen topics)
2. Comprehension Passage (unseen)
3. Application Writing (unseen)
4. Verbs and Its Forms
5. Sentence Construction
6. Nouns and its Types
7. Parts of Speech
8. Adjective and its degrees
9. Prepositions
10. Antonyms/Synonyms

MATHMATICS:
1. Rational Numbers.
2. Factors and multiples.
3. Estimation and approximation.
5. Perimeter and area of simple geometrical figures (square, rectangle and triangles)
6. Volume of cube and cuboid.
7. Percentage
8. Angles and properties of polygon.

GENERAL SCIENCE:

Section A (Biology)
1. Life and living things
2. The structure of green plants
3. Environment of living beings
4. Variation and classification

Section B (Chemistry)
1. Acids and alkalis
2. Simple chemical reactions
3. Solutions
4. Energy resources

Section C (Physics)
1. Forces and their effects
2. Particles
Instructions:

- Admission test schedule is:
  Tuesday  English and Maths  Timings: 0900 to 1100 hours
  Wednesday Science and Urdu  Timings: 0900 to 1100 hours

- Admission form should be submitted at least two days before admission test.

- Students must bring receipt at the time of admission test.

- Result of the successful candidates will be announced after 5 days of the date of admission.

- Admission formalities should be completed within one week.

- Submit SLC/TC and copy of report card of the previous school at the time of admission.

- New academic session will commence from 1st August 2012.

- Date of Admission Test: ______________.